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1

Introduction

Solar Power Satellites (SPS) that transform sunlight into electric energy
and use Wireless Power Transmission, WPT, to transmit this energy, is
an interesting concept for sustainable energy production. It can also be
an alternative to nuclear power for some space exploration missions. This
document is a summary of what has been done in the ESA SPS research activities so far. Due to its potential strategic interest, research on solar power
satellites has been an activity of the Advanced Concepts Team in ESA since
the very start of the team. The technology is on the one hand not considered
mature enough to be taken up within other ESA programmes, on the other
hand it is considered too attractive not to be developed further. Therefore,
development of supporting technology should be monitored. Recently, new
initiatives in space solar power promotion have been taken by US National
Security Space Oﬃce, through a document on the feasibility of space solar
power as a source of clean energy. That document can be downloaded from
http://spacesolarpower.wordpress.com/. The following text is only intended to give a brief overview of the ESA SPS Programme. However, some
texts giving further information as been included as appendices to this document.
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European Network and Programme Plan

Following several system studies done during the 1980’s and 1990’s within
the ESA General Studies Programme, the European Network on Solar Power
from Space was created in 2002. The network elaborated a programme plan
to support and coordinate ESA’s activities in the ﬁeld. It is included as
an appendix to this document. The overall objective is to produce support
material for the Agency and its Member States, to evaluate the possibilities
of solar power satellites, and to formulate a European strategy for space
solar power in the light of sustainable global development. The following
speciﬁc goals were deﬁned in the SPS Programme Plan:
1. Perform a scientiﬁcally sound and objective comparison of space based
and comparable ground based power generation solutions.
2. Identiﬁcation of possible synergies between ground and space based
power generation solutions.
3. Assessment of the potential role of SPS for space exploration.
4. Establishment of one to three innovative, realistic and promising SPS
concepts.
5. Identiﬁcation of major technical SPS areas, demanding research and
development.
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6. Perform two to three feasibility studies for near-term demonstrator
missions that provide enough information to support a decision on
further activities.
7. Assessment of the most promising ways to integrate SPS into a hydrogenbased economy.
8. Provision of focus, stimulus and coordination to European research on
SPS.
9. Identiﬁcation of promising opportunities for international cooperation.
The ESA SPS programme is divided into three phases;
Phase 1 assessed the viability of terrestrial solutions comparable to the
most recent spaced based solutions, and a ﬁrst assessment of SPS for space
exploration was made. See section 2.1 for more information.
Phase 2 intends to include feasibility studies of near-term demonstrator
missions using SPS and WPT as alternative to nuclear power sources for
space exploration and space applications. See section 3 for more info.
Phase 3 In this phase the Phase 2 feasibility studies are planned to be
elaborated up to a level of detail that allows a decision to be taken on
whether to initiate the demonstrator missions. The studies will be assembled
into a document representing the ESA strategy in the ﬁeld of SPS which
will serve as decision basis for further activities.

2.1
2.1.1

Phase 1 outcomes
Comparison space and Earth based solar power

In 2003–2005 two independent consortia led by the energy consultants LBST
and EcoFys studied Earth based and space-based solar power systems. Their
studies were performed in parallel, and the task was to compare the costs,
risks and reliabilities of these systems for European power supply in 2025–
2030. They set up a number of scenarios making diﬀerent choices for each
scenario regarding the types and sizes of the solar power plants, the type of
energy storage used and whether the power was used for base-load or not.
These are some of the conclusions that came out of the studies:
• SPS have scaling advantages; they are competitive with terrestrial
solutions for larger sizes of power plants.
• The single largest cost factor for SPS systems is the launch.
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• Terrestrial and space solar power plants have comparably short energy
payback times in the order of months to a few years.
• The studies indicate that for a European scenario, large solar power
satellites concepts are competitive to comparable terrestrial solar plants
in a 2025–2030 time-frame.
More information about the studies can be found in the short summary
document in the appendices.
2.1.2

SPS for space exploration

A study made by EADS Astrium SAS, with the University of la Réunion,
investigated the possible role of SPS for space exploration and whether solar
power satellites could provide a viable alternative to nuclear power sources in
the timeframe under consideration for robotic and human Mars exploration
(∼2030) as well as for other space applications, such as e.g. orbital platforms.
Three speciﬁc space mission scenarios were studied:
• large, high power needs for Earth orbiting spacecraft,
• interplanetary missions beyond the Martian orbit,
• Martian and lunar surface missions
The study showed that solar power satellites using wireless power transmission could be an option for powering certain lunar missions but show little
potential for powering interplanetary missions or Earth orbiting spacecraft.
The executive summary of the report can be found on the ACT publications
page: www.esa.int/act.
2.1.3

SPARK Model

In the SPARK (Solar Power Advanced Research Knowledge) project a technology survey of system level aspects of solar power satellites was performed
and a parametric computer model was developed by Alenia Spazio together
with Universita del Piemonte Orientale. The need for such a tool derives
from the understanding that the range of mission scenarios related to SPS
can be very wide covering from tenths of watt for a planet rover battery
charging to gigawatts for a station supplying energy to Earth. For each
application, the software assesses the expected system characteristics like
for example size, mass, launcheability, etc in order to evaluate the feasibility and possible constraints. This allows immediate evaluation of mission
feasibility also tracked to the technology trend evolution. The abstract of
a paper presented at the SPS conference in 2004 explaining the SPARK
project in further detail is included in the appendices.
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2.1.4

Legal Aspects

The study “Legal Aspects of Solar Power Satellite Concepts” provided ESA
with the current legal framework applicable for SPS concepts, listed the
applicable branches of law, and highlighted the current limitations and legal
requirements for constructing and operating SPS concepts. It was performed
by IDEST. A paper written for the IAF Conference 2003, which outlines the
subject a little bit more, can be found among the appendices.
2.1.5

Conference

Phase 1 of the ESA SPS programme was concluded with the 4th Solar
Power from Space conference joint with the 5th Wireless Power Transmission
conference. It was organised by ESA in Granada in June 2004. It focussed
on the following themes:
• Comparison and Integration of space and terrestrial solar power plant
concepts
• Integration of SPS into H2 economy scenarios
• Large-scale terrestrial power supply scenarios
• SPS for space exploration - Science, research and exploration
• Wireless and long-distance power transmission
• Near-term demonstrators and experiments
In addition to the presentations of the results at the conference, the
ﬁrst phase was concluded with a Japanese peer review of the ESA SPS
Programme plan.
2.1.6

Japanese peer review

The Phase 1 peer review was conducted by Kobe university, involving all
major Japanese SPS institutions including JAXA, AIST and USEF. It is
a review of the results of the ﬁrst phase, including the approach. A presentation of the results was held in 2006 and some of the slides from this
presentation is included in the appendices of this document.

2.2
2.2.1

Phase 1 spin-oﬀs
Furoshiki

This sounding rocket experiment tested the most promising concepts to realize light weight, reliable, small, simple and cheap robotic mobility systems
for moving and eventually working on a Furoshiki net under microgravity
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conditions. A detailed concept of the most promising option was elaborated
up to fast prototyping maturity level. The project was a cooperation between Vienna University of Technology, Kobe University and University of
Tokyo as well as ESA, JAXA and NASA. Following this experiment two
Ariadna studies performed by University of Glasgow and the Swedish Royal
Institute of Technology investigated “Space Webs” such as the Furoshiki
concept. Numerical models for the deployment and stabilisation of the nets
were created. The Ariadna ﬁnal reports and articles on the Furoshiki experiment can be found on the ACT webpage: www.esa.int/act.
2.2.2

Space4Energy grid study

The Space4Energy study is an outcome of the SPS conference. The overall
objective is to quantify the beneﬁt of space technologies such as Earth observation, telecommunications and navigation satellites for the management
of electrical power grids when distributed renewable energy plants are integrated as part of the grid. An improved grid management would result in
a better exploitation of the renewable resources as well as in an increased
electrical eﬃciency, grid stability and power quality. More information on
this study can be found on the project webpage: www.space4energy.org/.
2.2.3

URSI white paper

ESA and ACT actively contributed to the development of the URSI white
paper on solar power satellites. It discusses radio-science issues of microwave
transmission as proposed in SPS concepts. Such issues include environmental and health issues, interference with communications, remote sensing
and radio-astronomy observations as well as technical aspects of microwave
power generation and transmission. The paper can be found via the following link: www.ursi.org/WP/WP-SPS%20final.htm.

3
3.1

Current eﬀorts
US Pentagon initiative

In April 2007 the US National Security Space Oﬃce started a study “[. . . ]
to determine the feasibility of space-based solar power as a source of clean
energy that may be able to broadcast power to deployed forces, supplement
national power grids, and other smaller applications.” The conductors of the
study invited interested parties from all over the world to participate in a
public discussion preceding the study via discussion groups on the web. The
mission was to “[d]etermine the political, scientiﬁc, technical, logistical, and
commercial feasibility of space-based solar power collection and distribution” and to “[d]iscuss signiﬁcant capabilities, limitations, and alternatives.
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Identify challenges that must be overcome, and suggest a research and development investment plan that incrementally retires risk on the path to
ﬁelding an operational system.” 1 An interim report was issued on the 10th
of October 2007, and got signiﬁcant attention in the media. The report can
be downloaded from this site: http://spacesolarpower.wordpress.com/.
Currently, the study continues and will focus more intently on certain areas.

3.2

Phase 2

Based on the results from the various studies of the ﬁrst phase of the SPS
Programme, the Japanese peer review, and the recent activities in the US
SPS community, it is currently proposed to focus the second phase of the
programme on the use of the Moon as a test case. A lunar exploration
mission would have a reasonable size and would be an interesting candidate
for the use of SPS technology as an alternative to nuclear power sources.
Such a mission could be used to demonstrate laser power transmission and
the integration of space-based solar power into a ground-based system.
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Conclusions

The ﬁrst phase of the programme plan has been concluded successfully, with
several spin-oﬀ projects as a bonus. The renewed interest for solar power
from space in the US makes this the right time to start oﬀ the second phase
of the ESA SPS Programme Plan.

1

Quotations from the public discussion webpage:
http://spacesolarpower.wordpress.com/the-national-security-space-oﬃce-study
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APPENDICES
The previous text is only intended to give a brief overview of the various
activities performed in the ESA SPS Programme. The following documents
have been included as appendices, to give more details:
• ESA SPS Programme Plan.
• Comparing Earth and Space-based Solar Power Generation
Systems in Europe – a brief introduction to the LBST and EcoFys
reports.
• SPARK - A Computerised Model for Solar Power Satellite
concepts – an abstract of an SPS’04 conference paper.
• Legal Aspects of Solar Power Satellites – a IAC’03 conference
paper.
• Peer Review on ESA SPS Study – a shortened version of a presentation held by Professor Nobuyuki Kaya to ESA in 2006.
More information, for example the complete study reports, can be found
on the ACT webpage: www.esa.int/act.
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Comparing Earth and Space-based Solar Power
Generation Systems in Europe
During 2004 and 2005, two different consortia, lead by the independent energy
consultants, LBST and EcoFys, made two parallel studies with ESA Advanced
Concepts Team. The goal was the same for both studies; to compare terrestrial and
space based solar power systems for European power supply in 2025-2030 regarding
costs, risks and reliability.
This is a short introduction to the project and its results. To read the executive
summaries or the full reports of the evaluations go to:
http://www.esa.int/gsp/ACT/publications/index.htm
In short the companies carried out the studies by defining specific system
architectures and calculating the levelized costs (LEC) and energy payback times
(EPT) for different scenarios using these architectures.
System architectures
The LBST consortium chose the following system architectures:
•

Terrestrial alternative one: Photovoltaics (PV) integrated in roofs and
facades.

•

Terrestrial alternative two: Central receiver solar power plants (SOT) with a
gross output of 220 MWe.

•

Space-based alternative one: ‘Sun Towers’ (ST) from the NASA Fresh Look
Study, in medium altitude earth orbit, transmitting microwave radiation to
rectennaes on ground.

•

Space-based alternative two: Several modular ‘Solar Disk’ (SD) systems
from the NASA Fresh Look study, in geo-stationary orbit transmitting
microwave radiation.

Launch costs were treated as an open parameter; therefore the pure comparison
between terrestrial and space systems without launch costs led to upper limits for the
space systems costs. Above these limits they would not be competitive with terrestrial
systems, even with zero launch costs.
Base-load
Terrestrial
H2

Pumped
hydro

Space
H2

Pumped
hydro

Non-base load
Terrestrial
Space
H2

Pumped
hydro

H2

Pumped
hydro

SOT
SOT
ST
ST
PV
PV
ST
ST
0.5 GW
SOT
SOT
SD
SD
PV
PV
SD
SD
5 GW
SOT
SOT
SD
SD
PV
PV
SD
SD
10 GW
SOT
SOT
SD
SD
PV
PV
SD
SD
50 GW
SOT
SOT
SD
SD
PV
PV
SD
SD
100GW
PV
PV
SD
SD
150 GW
SOT
SOT
SD
SD
500 GW
Table 1: LBST scenarios matrix; each SOT (Solar power plant), ST (Sun Tower), SD (Solar Disk) or
PV (Photovoltaic) represents one scenario

The EcoFys consortium chose these system architectures.
•

Terrestrial alternative one: Photovoltaics.

•

Terrestrial alternative two: Solar thermal power plant (SoTh) with a
Eurothrough-2 collector and molten salt storage.

•

Space-based: SPS in geo-stationary orbit with concentrators the same size as
the solar cells. Energy transmitted via laser to PV receivers on ground, which
also receive terrestrial irradiation.

They also made a discussion of how costs and efficiencies of these technologies might
change in the future, and calculated separate scenarios based on that.
Base-load
Terrestrial
Molten
salt

Pumped
hydro

Space
Pumped
hydro

Non-base load
Terrestrial
Space
Molten
salt

Pumped
hydro

Pumped
hydro

SoTh
PV
0.5 GW
SoTh
PV
SoTh
PV
5 GW
SoTh
PV
SPS
SoTh
PV
SPS
10 GW
SPS
SPS
25 GW
SPS
SPS
50 GW
SoTh
PV
SPS
SoTh
PV
SPS
100GW
SoTh
PV
SPS
SoTh
SPS
150 GW
PV
Table 2: EcoFys scenarios matrix; each SoTh (Solar Thermal), PV (Photovoltaics) or SPS (Solar
power satellites) represents one scenario.

Scenarios
The scenarios in Table 1 and Table 2 combine different choices such as:
• Base-load or non-base load power generation.
• Energy storage with hydrogen or pumped hydro.
• Different power levels.
• Different combinations of space-based and terrestrial power generation.
• Geographical sites for terrestrial solar power and rectennaes, in North Africa
or in the European sunbelt.
Both consortia also evaluated scenarios combining space-based and terrestrial power
generation. These are not shown in the matrices above.
For all the scenarios the Levelized Energy Costs (LEC) and the Energy Payback
Times (EPT) were calculated.

Results
As can be seen in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5, the two consortia answer the question
“Can SPS compete with terrestrial solar power?” differently, due to the initial
assumptions and scenarios they set up.
Following the absence of fundamental technical showstoppers as resulted from the
NASA Fresh Look Study, some conclusions from the studies are:
•

SPS have scaling advantages; they are competitive with terrestrial solutions
for larger sizes of power plants. This can best be seen in Table 3.

•

Placing large-size terrestrial solar power in North Africa rather than in
southern Europe makes the terrestrial solutions more competitive than the
space-based one. This explains part of the advantages of terrestrial scenarios in
the EcoFys report, see Table 5.

•

SPS is more competitive than terrestrial solutions using hydrogen storage, but
less competitive than solutions using pumped hydro.

•

The single largest cost factor for SPS systems is the launch.

•

Terrestrial and space solar power plants have comparably short energy
payback times in the order of months to a few years, with SPS payback times
being slightly shorter.

•

These studies indicate that for a European scenario, large solar power
satellites concepts are competitive to comparable terrestrial solar plants
in a 2025-2030 time frame.

Table 3: LBST Space scenarios which are economically competitive with terrestrial scenarios

Table 4: LBST Energy payback times for terrestrial and space based solar power

Terrestrial base load
PV

10 GW
100 GW

SPS base load

Solar Thermal

LEC

EPT

LEC

EPT

LEC

EPT

(Euro/kWh)

(years)

(Euro/kWh)

(years)

(Euro/kWh)

(years)

0.180
0.146

1.3
1.3

0.083
0.060

0.4
0.4

0.260
0.113

0.2
0.2

Table 5: Some levelized energy costs (LECs) and energy payback times (EPT) from the EcoFys
results.
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SPARK – A Computerised Model for Solar Power Satellite concepts

The paper presents a computer model to simulate the main technical parameters of different Solar Power Satellite
concepts. The aim of the model is to provide a fast easy access for the assessment of technical concepts. The flexible
structure of the model allows to arrange different types of orbits as well as different frequencies for the wireless power
transmission, including transmission via laser. Different physical configurations can be implemented, allowing
comparison between results so as to support the final configuration choice. Dedicated mathematical functions are
implemented for specific issues (e.g. aspect linked to the operative temperature). The entire SSP system is included,
from the space segment to the ground receiver sites feeding local networks.
The SPARK MODEL program has been developed to evaluate and compute the main characteristics of a Space Solar
Power system. The software has been written for a user with some experience in the SSP issues.The input data for the
calculation performed by SPARK MODEL program are stored in ASCII files and reflect the present technological
knowledge for the various elements (e.g. photovoltaic cells, concentrators etc.). This data format allows the user to
keep these files updated with the new technological improvements.
A Graphic User Interfeace (GUI) allows a user friendly approach to the model. The program displays a main window and
several dialog windows used to get input parameters and to read the output results of calculation. In almost every
window there are two round buttons: clicking on the green one it is possible to proceed with the calculations, with the
red one the SPARK MODEL program is quitted. In the input windows, to the right of every filled data, it is possible to
see a small grey button with a question mark, clicking on it makes it possible to read a brief description of the command.
If an existing project is opened by the user, all the input windows that follow are automatically filled in by the program
with the values of the chosen project, but SPARK MODEL program can anyway allow to modify all of them from the
keyboard.
The model is developed using the Labview software by National Instruments and STK by Analytical Graphics for
evaluating satellite orbital parameters. It is assumed some knowledge on how to use the STK program. The SPARK
MODEL program reads the access time, the elevation angle and the distances from two output reports of STK. Some
tasks are required to create an output report with these data. The same tasks are listed in the help window that appears
when you click on the SELECT ORBIT button.
In order to provide a reference point for a result assessment, some of the test cases have been selected among those
presented in the NASA Freshlook study, using as far as known the same input parameters. The test cases that have
been selected and "run" with the aim to verify/validate the model behaviour are the following:
Solar Disc delivering 5 GW or 1 GW or 250 MW or 50 MW power to a single site from the orbit GEO, with µwave
transmission at a frequency of 5,8 GHz. Sun Tower architecture delivering 1 GW or 250 MW or 50 MW or 10 MW power
to a single site from the orbit MEO, with µwave transmission at a frequency of 5,8 GHz. In this case the concentrators
are integrated into the cells. Sun Tower architecture delivering 50 MW power to a single site from the orbit LEO
sun-synchronous, with µwave transmission at a frequency of 5,8 GHz. The concentrators are integrated into the cells.
The project has been jointly developed by Universita’ del Piemonte Orientale and ALENIA Spazio.

